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Requires for positions

Horizontal adjustment:

  The slant angle should be less than 1 degree.

Power outlet

  The distance between any side of washer and 

   power outlet should be within 1.5 meters.

  Don't use too many electrical appliances 

   in one outlet.

Environment cleaning

   It's necessary to clean the wall, door and ground. 

  Install the washer on a hard and steady ground with floor drain rather 

   than soft blanket or wooden floor.

  Don't put dirty clothes or some other goods on a washer's head cover, 

   otherwise it may impact the normal operation.

Notice 

Power connection

1.Don't use the wiring board or something like that.

2.If the power lines are damaged, please contact professionals to repair.

3.After the use of washer, pull the plug and turn the tap off.

4.Connect the washer with grounded outlet to correspond to the wiring 

   principles.

5.Place the washer in which is easy to connect the outlet.

   Contact the maintenance center and ask professionals to repair the 

   washer. Laypeople may cause damages and troubles on the washer. 

   Don't put the washer in the place where the temperature is below zero. 

   The pipes will be frozen and break. Moreover, the temperature below 

   zero will damage the programming controller.

   If move the washer in an environment whose temperature is below 

   zero, please keep the washer at room temperature for a few hours 

   before starting it.

Grounding introduction

  A washer must have the grounding devices. If a trouble happens, the 

   device can reduce the risk of electrical shock. The device is equipped 

   with a cable (including a wire and a grounded plug). The grounded plug 

   must be inserted in an appropriate outlet. If you want to know if the 

   washer is grounded correctly, please contact with professional 

   maintenance staff. If the plug can't match with the outlet, please don't 

   change the plug by yourself.

   Once your washer smokes or emits an odor, please cut the power and 

   contact with professional maintenance staff.

  

 Drain pipe

Wash tub

About 2cm







  Adjust alignment pins

  The diagonal check

  

  

  

Applying force downward on the diagonal of the 

washing machine, washing machine should not 

shake. (both diagonal need to check, if the 

washing machine shake, must readjust 

adjustable foot.)

Adjust the adjustable feet to make sure the 
washing machine in balance, which can be placed 
on the ground steadily.�After settling, screw the 
locknut to guarantee. Do not place the 
washing machine in the platform ,which is higher 
than the ground, in order to prevent the machine 
from falling down because of other accidents.

Methods of  Door Lock and Remove 

DOOR LOCK

   After operating,the door will be locked automatically and

light/picture on the panel is lighting.“DOOR LOCK”

Remove Door Lock

  When“DOOR LOCK”light/picture is lighting, press“Start/Pause”,

  Foam overflowing if open the door during operating, please 

  catch foam with towel.

  If temperature is too high, the door can not be opened during 

  

operating.

    If water level is too high, the door can not be open during operating.

  WASHING/DEWATERING drum stop operating.Please wait for about 

    10s door lock will be removed automatically.

    Unplug directly and wait for about 10s ,door lock will be removed 
    automatically.   



The recommendations on detergent use at the various temperatures

  When washing heavily soiled whites, we recommend using cotton programs
of 60℃ or above and a normal washing powder(heavy duty) that contains
bleaching agents that at medium/high temperatures provide excellent results.

    For washes between 40℃ and 60℃ ,the type of detergent used needs to
    be approprite for the type of fabric and level of soiling.
    Normal powders are suitable for “white” or colour fast fabrics with high 
    soiling, while liquid detergents or “colour protecting”poeders are suitable
    for coloured fabrics with light levels of soiling.

    For washing at temperature below 40℃ we recommend the use of liquid 
    detergents or detergents specifically labeled as suitable for low 
    temperature washing.  



Image shown here is indicative only. Actual product you receive may differ. 
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Wool program Introduction

This function is set for woolen and fibrous clothes. Please confirm the 

washing icon in clothes before washing them.

1.Preparation for washing

   Open the door, put clothes in and closes the door.

   Pull out the detergent box, add detergent and close the box.

   Connect the inlet pipes and make sure the tap turned on.

2.Press the On/Off button, connect the power.

3.Rotate the program button and choose the “Wool”

   Please choose appropriate temperature and rotate speed according 

   to requirements.

4.Press the Start/Pause button and begin to wash.

5. When all operations finished, the buzzer emits a noise.

ECO program Introduction

Wash the clothes lightly polluted can save time and energy.

1.Preparation for washing

   Open the door, put clothes in and closes the door.

   Pull out the detergent box, add detergent and close the box.

   Connect the inlet pipes and make sure the tap turned on.

2. Press the On/Off button, connect the power.

3. Rotate the program button and choose the “ECO”

   Please choose appropriate temperature and rotate speed according 

   to requirements.

4. Press the Start/Pause button and begin to wash.

5. When all operations finished, the buzzer emits a noise.

When the washer is working, if you want to change its setting, please press 

the Start/Pause button to stop running temporarily and then choose the 

program you need.

Washing capacity should be less than 2 kg.

When finish all programs, please take out all clothes quickly to 

prevent them from distorting.

The washing can't be ordered.

In order to prevent clothes from damaging, the water temperature 

should be less than 40℃.

Please separate white or bright color clothes from dark clothes.

Use the detergent specially for woolen clothes to prevent damaging them.



Baby Care program Introduction

This function can use high temperature to sterilize and remove the 

mites.

1.preparation for washing

   Open the door, put clothes in and closes the door.

   Pull out the detergent box, add detergent and close the box.

   Connect the inlet pipes and make sure the tap turned on.

2.Press the On/Off button, connect the power.

3.Rotate the program button and choose the “Baby Care”

   Please choose appropriate temperature and speed according 

   to requirements.

4.Press the Start/Pause button and begin to wash.

5.When all operations finished, the buzzer emits a noise.

Spin program Introduction

1. preparation for washing

   Open the door, put clothes in and closes the door.

2. Press the On/Off button, connect the power.

3. Rotate the program button and choose the “Spin”

   Pressing “Speed” button can adjust the speed. 

4.Press the Start/Pause button

   Begin to drain away water and spin.

5.When all operations finished, the buzzer emits a noise.

Before spinning, please make sure there are no nails, keys or 

other foreign matters in the tub to avoid unnecessary loss. 

During the process of spinning, the actual spinning speed may be 

inconsistent with the program speed, which is because the washer 

adjust the speed according to the balance between clothes.

There may be rhythmic drone during spinning, which is the normal 

voice of drain bump rather than the machine fault.



Mix Program Introduction 
This function can be used to wash mix clothes like cotton, synthetic and

soon (please do not mix wash the clothes that easily rub off).

1.Prepare for washing

   Open the door, put the clothes then close the door

   Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

   Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 

2.Push “Power” button and connect to the power

3.Turn the program button to choose “Mix” program

   The washing program will be selected automatically. 

4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing

5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

If you want to change the current setting during the process of washing, 

please push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, then push button

 to reset.

In order to prevent clothing damage, speed cannot set the highest speed,

 the temperature cannot be set to "60 ℃" and "90 ℃"

Please separate white or bright color clothes from dark clothes.

   Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and 

    washing intensity.

4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing

   5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

If you want to change the current setting during the process of 

washing, please push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, 

then push button to reset.

In order to prevent clothing damage, speed cannot set the highest 
speed, the temperature cannot be set to "60 ℃" and "90 ℃"

Sports Program Introduction

1. Prepare for washing

   Open the door, put the clothes then close the door

2. Push “Power” button and connect to the power

3. Turn the program button to choose “Sport” program

   The washing program will be selected automatically. 

Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and

    washing intensity.

Wash the machine- washable sports clothes

Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 
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Synthetic Program Introduction

1.Preparation for washing

   Open the door, put the clothes then close the door.

   Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

   Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 

2.Push “Power” button and connect to the power

3.Turn the program button to choose “Synthetic” program

    The washing program will be selected automatically. 

4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing

   5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

If you want to change the current setting during the process of 
washing, please push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, 
then push button to reset.
In order to prevent clothing damage, speed cannot set the highest 

To wash the synthetic clothes

    Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and 

washing intensity.

speed, the temperature cannot be set to "90℃"

Cotton Program Introduction 

This program is suitable for the clothes which are moderate or mild dirty, 

like cotton, beddings, underwear, towels and shirt, etc…

1.Preparation for washing

   Open the door, put the clothes then close the door

   Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

   Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 

2.Push “Power” button and connect to the power

3.Turn the program button to choose “Cotton” program

   The washing program will be selected automatically. 

   Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and
   washing intensity.
4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing

5. When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

If you want to change the current setting during the process of washing, please 

push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, then push button to reset.

When the washing machine washing towel, the yarn will be squeezed, washing 

will get rough surface, using the fiber softening agent, to prevent this kind of

phenomenon happens to the greatest extent.
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Rinse and Spin Program Introduction

1.Prepare washing 

   Open the door and put the cloths then close the door

2. Push “Power” button and connect to the power

3. Turn the program button to choose“Rinse+ Spin” program

   The washing program will be selected automatically. 

Choose the proper spin speed and rinse times. 

   4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing.

5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

If you want to change the current setting, please push “Start/Pause” 

button first and stop washing, then push “Rinse” and “Spin Speed” 

The Spin speed can be selected the highest, but the temperature 

cannot be set.

The machine will not wash, only rinse and spin.

button to reset.

Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 

 2.Push “Power” button and connect to the power.

3.Turn the program button to choose “Quick 15'” program

 The washing program will be selected automatically. 

Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and 

washing intensity.

4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing.

5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

Quick 15’ Program Introduction

Open the door, put the clothes then close the door.

1.Prepare for washing.

To wash clothes that are changed frequently, not too dirty and thin clothes

If you want to change the current setting during the process of 

washing, please push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, 

then push button to reset.

In order to prevent clothing damage, speed cannot set the highest 

speed, the temperature can be set to "cold","20℃","40℃"

prevent the door from distorting.

In order to ensure the washing effect, washing is suitable for the

 washing capacity under 2 kg.
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Duvet Program Introduction

1.Prepare for washing

   Open the door, put the clothes then close the door

   Taking the detergent box and add detergent then close it.

2.Push “Power” button and connect to the power

   3.Turn the program button to choose “Duvet” program

   Choose the needed water temperature, spin speed, rinse times and 

   washing intensity.

The cloths have the machine-washable mark, like bedding, bed 

sheets, curtains, etc

   Connect the water inlet pipe well and make sure the faucet is running. 

   The washing program will be selected automatically. 

   4.Push “Start/Pause ”button to start washing

   5.When the program ends, it will have a hum sound.

please push “Start/Pause” button first and stop washing, then push button 

to reset.
The electric blanket and carpet cannot be washed.(It will damage the 

machine and clothes).

Put the clothes in the washing drum properly and uniform when

spinning, in order to avoid large vibration and drying time maybe

extended.
Heavy clothes cannot be entanglement ,need to put inside the
washing machine after shaking loose.

Uneven clothes can lead to not spinning (display UE), take out again

in the after washing to shake loose.

If you want to change the current setting during the process of washing, 
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)

≤3kg

≤2kg

≤2kg

≤4kg

≤2kg

800(0,400,600,1000)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

60℃(40℃,90℃)

20℃(cold water,
40℃,60℃)

20℃(cold water,40℃)

1000(0,400,600,800)

600(0,400,800)

800(0,400,600)

600(0,400,800)

800(0,400,600,1000)

800(0,400,600,1000）

800(0,400,600)

800(0,400,600)

rated

≤4kg

rated

rated

40℃(cold water,20℃)

60℃(cold water,
20℃,40℃,90℃)

40℃(cold water,
20℃,60℃)

800(0,400,600)

1000(0,400,600,800)

800(0,400,600)

≤3kg

one piece 

≤3kg

Underwear

Duvet

Synthetic

Sports 

Wool

Mix

Eco

Quick 15'

Baby Care 

Rinse&spin

Spin

not too dirty and frequently
used clothes 

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound 

cotton fabrics/
cellulose compound

general cotton fabrics

general cotton fabrics

Maximum
load 

Cloth typeTemperature(℃) Rinse(times) Revolution(rpm) Time(min)

Cotton

Note:“ Cotton”is for the standard cotton program.
The energy class is A++,  Energy test program: Cotton 60/40℃, Speed:1000; Other as the default.

cold water(20℃,
40℃,60℃,90℃) 88

56

79

66

69

107

15

34

14

71

119

73

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

Program

used for sport suit 
noted with "hand-wash" 

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound  
used for delicate textile 
noted with“hand-wash” 
and  wool fabrics   

cellulose compound  

bed sheet/curtain   

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound 

infant clothes needing
degerming and mites    

Remarks:

1.The time consumption will be changed according to the water pressure、cloths variety、quantity、water 

temperature.

2.The difference between displayed on screen and actual time consumption will happen.

3.If speed is too lower, poor washing effect will happen, please add more rinse time.

4.Different parameters, different models.

5.When self-designed default procedure is energy procedure, the washing time will be increased automatically.

Standard Cotton at 60 °C and 40 °C are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry and they
are the most efficient programs in terms of combined energy and water consumptions for washing
that type of cotton laundry; in  addition, the actual water temperature may differ from the declared
cycle temperature.
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≤3kg

≤2kg

≤2kg

≤4kg

≤2kg

800(0,400,600,1000)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

cold water(20℃,40℃)

60℃(40℃,90℃)

20℃(cold water,
40℃,60℃)

20℃(cold water,40℃)

1000(0,400,600,800)

600(0,400,800)

800(0,400,600)

600(0,400,800)

800(0,400,600,1000)

800(0,400,600,1000）

800(0,400,600)

800(0,400,600)

rated

≤4kg

rated

rated

40℃(cold water,20℃)

60℃(cold water,
20℃,40℃,90℃)

40℃(cold water,
20℃,60℃)

800(0,400,600)

1000(0,400,600,800)

800(0,400,600)

≤3kg

one piece 

≤3kg

Underwear

Duvet

Synthetic

Sports 

Wool

Mix

Eco

Quick 15'

Baby Care 

Rinse&spin

Spin

not too dirty and frequently
used clothes 

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound 

cotton fabrics/
cellulose compound

general cotton fabrics

general cotton fabrics

Maximum
load 

Cloth typeTemperature(℃) Rinse(times) Revolution(rpm) Time(min)

Cotton

Note:“ Cotton”is for the standard cotton program.
The energy class is A++,  Energy test program: Cotton 60/40℃, Speed:1000; Other as the default.

cold water(20℃,
40℃,60℃,90℃) 88

56

79

66

69

107

15

34

14

71

119

73

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

Program

used for sport suit 
noted with "hand-wash" 

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound  
used for delicate textile 
noted with“hand-wash” 
and  wool fabrics   

cellulose compound  

bed sheet/curtain   

cotton fabrics/cellulose
compound 

infant clothes needing
degerming and mites    

Remarks:

1.The time consumption will be changed according to the water pressure、cloths variety、quantity、water 

temperature.

2.The difference between displayed on screen and actual time consumption will happen.

3.If speed is too lower, poor washing effect will happen, please add more rinse time.

4.Different parameters, different models.

5.When self-designed default procedure is energy procedure, the washing time will be increased automatically.

Standard Cotton at 60 °C and 40 °C are suitable to clean normally soiled cotton laundry and they
are the most efficient programs in terms of combined energy and water consumptions for washing
that type of cotton laundry; in  addition, the actual water temperature may differ from the declared
cycle temperature.
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Maintenance

When washing machine is frozen

1.Cover stopcock and the universal coupling with hot towel.

2.ake off the inlet pipe, and put it into 50 degree water.

3.Pour into the drum about 2-3L of 50 degree water.

4.Connect inlet pipe, turn on the stopcock and start the washing

machine, please check whether inlet and outlet is normal.

Faucet

Connecting part

Inlet pipe

a.

50 degree 

water

c. Pour into the drum 

about 2-3L of 50 

degree water.

Ake off the inlet pipe, 

and put it into 50 

degree water.

b.

50 degree 

water

The Clearance of dewatering-pump filter( Suggest: once/monthly)

1.Press fastener on the pump after dewtering and power off, open the

lid of water-pump filter.(Attention: if hot water inside, please go

ahead after it be cold.)

2.Take off  the filter anti-anticlockwise.

3.Wash the filter.

4.Direct at pump and insert the filter, tighten it clockwise and tighten

the lid.

Attention:  a. Please tighten the filter well to avoid leak.
b. Please do not clean during operation.

The Drum Clearance (Suggest once/monthly)

After using for a period, some dirt maybe exist. You can clean the 

inside and outside of drum by operating the drum procedure.

Attention: please do not put cloths and detergent when clearing the 

drum.



1. Child Lock function: You can lock and unlock the child lock function by 
    pushing “Pre Delay” 3 seconds when the machine is running.
    Once the child lock function set, all the other buttons will be locked except 
    the power button. 
    When the washing process ending or push “Power” button or default 
    warning, the child lock function cannot be unlocked. It means that the child
    lock function must be unlocked by hand. When the power on and start the 
    machine, if the child lock function is going on(the lamp of child lock light up, 
    you need to push “Pre Delay” button for 3 second     to unlock the child lock  

    function and then continue to operate the washing machine. 

2. Power-off Memory: When there is power on again after a period of 

     power-off, the machine will continue the working process at the time 

     node of last power-off action.

3. Door self-lock:After selecting procedure, the door locked automatically, 

    2 minutes after operation over, lock removed.

4. Tub clean:  The program of drum clean is use the high water level, high

    water temperature, high speed to clean the drum and kill the bacteria. The

    detailed operations ways.  

5. Add garment function: During the process running, if you want to add 
    garment, please push "Start/Pause"button to stop running; 
    After around 5 seconds, it has a sound of unlocking, meanwhile the door 
    lock mark in the screen disappear then you can open the door.
    Add the additional garment into the drum(Don't let the door clamp clothes, 
    this will cause failure of leakage and error).
    Forced to open the door part, damage may occur, such as safety problem.
    When there are many bubble in the inner barrel and plenty of water, open 
    the door, water and foam will flow out .
    When the inner drum is running, it is in danger status since the temperature 
    of water is above 45℃ and there is plenty of water inside. At this time, the 
    door can not be forced to open. If want to open the door, please follow the 
    below instructions:
    (1) Wait till the inner drum stop running.
    (2) Wait till the water temperature cool down to below 45℃.If want to 
    open the door when the water temperature is above 45℃,please shut off 
    the power and open the door after 5 minutes.
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    Abnormal power off for 2 minutes, you can open the door. During the process 
    of running, the required condition for opening door(water level below door 
    gasket, water temperature below 45℃,spin speed is 0),push "Start/Pause"
    button, wait till door lock mark disappear, then open the door. When closing 
    the door, press the middle place of the door handle.

    Push"Start/Pause"button to start the washing machine, it is normal to hear 

    "Clicking" sound, which is door locking sound not an error. If it occurs"dE" 

    warnings, please use hand to push and shut the door. Push two times of 

    "Start/Pause"button to continue running of the machine.
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